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Introduction 

• Automation is using code to configure, deploy, and manage applications together with the 
compute, storage, and network infrastructures and services on which they run.

• For automation with Cisco infrastructure, the platforms can integrate with the common tools 
such as Ansible, Puppet, Chef and so on, or provide direct API access to the programmable 
infrastructure.
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Infrastructure and Automation

Automation Solutions
There are several use cases for automation for the network. Depending on the operational model to be 
followed, there are choices to programmatically control the network configurations and infrastructure. 

Walk: Read only automation Run: Activate policies and 
provide self-service across 

multiple domains

Fly: Deploy applications, 
network configurations, and 

more through CI/CD

• Using automation tools, 
information can be gathered 
about the network 
configuration. 

• One can use a read scenario 
to audit configurations and do 
the next natural step, which is 
to put the configuration back 
into compliance. 

• In the Automation Exchange, 
this shift is categorized as a 
walk-run-fly progression.

• With these Run stage 
automation scenarios, the 
users can safely provision their 
own network updates. 

• On-boarding workflows can be 
automated, day-to-day network 
configurations can be 
managed, and daily scenarios 
can be pervaded.

• For more complex automation 
and programmable examples, 
the Fly stage of the DevNet 
Automation Exchange is used. 

• Here the needs can be 
managed by monitoring and 
proactively managing the users 
and devices, while also gaining 
insights with telemetry data.
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Infrastructure and Automation

Why Do We Need Automation?
• Speed and agility enable the business to explore, experiment with, and exploit opportunities ahead of their 

competition. 

• Developers need to accelerate every phase of software building: coding and iterating, testing, and staging. 
DevOps practices require developers to deploy and manage apps in production, so developers should 
also automate those activities.

Disadvantages of Manual Operations

• Add to costs, are time taking and are hard to scale.
• Are prone to human error, and documentation meant for humans is often incomplete and 

ambiguous, hard to test, and quickly outdated.
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Infrastructure and Automation

Why Do We Need Full - Stack Automation? 
Automation is a key component of functional software-defined infrastructure and distributed and dynamic 
applications. The benefits of full–stack automation are:

• Self-service: Automation provides self-service frameworks which enable users to requisition 
infrastructure on demand. 

• Scale on demand: Apps and platforms need to be able to scale up and down in response to traffic and 
workload requirements and to use heterogeneous capacity. 

• Observability: An observable system enables users to infer the internal state of a complex system from 
its outputs. 

• Automated problem mitigation: The apps and platforms should be engineered to minimize the effects of 
issues, self-heal and monitor events.
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Infrastructure and Automation

Software-Defined Infrastructure: A Case for Automation
Software-defined infrastructure is also known as cloud computing. It lets the developers and operators to 
use the software to requisition, configure, deploy and manage bare-metal and virtualized compute, storage 
and network resources.

Benefits of cloud paradigms • Self-service (platforms on demand)
• Close specification, consistency, repeatability
• Platform abstraction

Challenges faced in cloud paradigms • Developers must pay close attention to platform design, 
architecture, and security.

• Access control is critical as cloud users with the wrong 
permissions can do a lot of damage to their organization's 
assets.

• When cloud resources can be self-served quickly via 
manual operations, consumption can be hard to manage, 
and costs are difficult to calculate.
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Infrastructure and Automation

Distributed and Dynamic Applications: Another Case for 
Automation

• Modern application architectures 
are increasingly distributed. 

• They are built up of small and 
relatively light components that 
are sometimes called 
microservices. 

• These components may be 
isolated in containers, connected 
via discovery and messaging 
services (which abstract network 
connectivity) and backed by 
resilient, scalable databases 
(which maintain state).
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Infrastructure and Automation

Distributed and Dynamic Applications: Another Case for 
Automation (Contd.)

Benefits of microservices:

• Scalability - Microservices can be 
scaled and load-balanced as needed 
across many networked servers or 
multiple geographically-separate public 
cloud regions. This eliminates single 
points of failure.

• Infrastructure Automation tools - 
Increasingly, the dynamism of 
microservice-based applications is 
provided by infrastructure. These 
container automate on-demand scaling, 
self-healing, and more.

Challenges of microservices:

• Increased complexity - Microservices 
mean that there are many moving parts 
to configure and deploy. There are 
more demanding operations, including 
scaling-on-demand, self-healing and 
other features.

• Automation is a requirement - 
Manual methods can not realistically 
cope with the complexity of deploying 
and managing dynamic applications.

Challenges of microservices:

• Increased complexity - Microservices 
mean that there are many moving parts 
to configure and deploy. There are 
more demanding operations, including 
scaling-on-demand, self-healing and 
other features.

• Automation is a requirement - 
Manual methods can not realistically 
cope with the complexity of deploying 
and managing dynamic applications.
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Infrastructure and Automation

Automating Infrastructure Summary

These business and technical needs, trends, and dynamics, encourage developers and 
operators to use automation everywhere for the following tasks:

• Manage all phases of app building, configuration, deployment and lifecycle 
management. This includes coding, testing, staging, and production.

• Manage software-defined infrastructures on behalf of the applications you build.

• Alongside the applications, to preserve, update, and continually improve the automation 
code. This code helps to develop, test, stage, monitor, and operate the apps at 
production scales, and in various environments. Increasingly, all this code can be treated 
as one work-product.
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Infrastructure and Automation

A concrete example

A user would like 4 Vms in the Data Center

Each VM must be in a different VLAN…

Manually, you need to consider : 

create VMs

create VLANs, configure RSTP (root bridge,…)

create 4 new networks

configure high availability for the VLANs

configure the firewalls

configure routing

….
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Basic Automation Scripting

Introduction to Basic Automation Scripting
• Powerful automation tools like Ansible, Puppet, and Chef bring ease of use, predictability, 

discipline and the ability to work at scale to DevOps work. 

• Although automation tooling partly works by wrapping shell functionality, operating system 
utilities, API functions and other control plane elements for simplicity, uniformity, feature 
enrichment, and compatibility in DevOps scenarios, these tools still do not solve every 
problem of deployment and configuration.

• Every automation tool has one or more functions that execute basic commands and scripts 
on targets and return results.

• It is therefore important to have basic automation scripting skills.
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Basic Automation Scripting

Basic Tools for Automation Scripting
Shells are ubiquitous, so shell scripting is historically the bedrock of automation.

Bash

• The Bash is a Unix shell and is a default on most Linux distributions and on macOS. Using 
commands in a Bash script is much the same as using them directly from the command line.

• Bash can be used to script access to the AWS CLI, you can use the built-in features and 
libraries of more sophisticated languages to parse complex returned datasets (such as 
JSON), manage many parallel operations, process errors, handle asynchronous responses to 
commands, and more.

Programming languages beyond Bash

• Sophisticated languages improve on Bash when complexity and scale requirements increase. 
They are useful when building and operating virtualized infrastructure in cloud environments, 
using SDKs.
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Basic Automation Scripting

Cloud CLIs and SDKs
IaaS and other types of infrastructure cloud also provide CLIs and SDKs that enable easy connection to 
their underlying interfaces, which are usually REST-based.

Cisco UCS - a bare 
metal cloud

• Cisco Intersight RESTful API
• Range of SDKs for the Intersight RESTful API, including ones for Python and 

Microsoft PowerShell
• Range of Ansible modules

VMWare • Datacenter CLI
• vSphere CLI for Linux and Windows
• PowerCLI for Windows PowerShell
• Host of SDKs for popular languages, aimed at vSphere Automation, vCloud 

Suite, and other products

OpenStack • OpenStack Client (OSC)
• OpenStack Compute, Identity, Image, Object Storage, and Block Storage 

APIs
• OpenStack Python SDK
• OpenStack Toolkits
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Basic Automation Scripting

Summary of Basic Automation Scripting
Basic automation scripting techniques are great to have in the toolbox and 
understanding them will improve the facility as an operator and user of mature 
automation platforms.
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Automation Tools

Introduction to Automation Tools
• In this topic, the three most popular automation tools, Ansible, Puppet, and Chef, are being 

discussed.

• There will also be an option to install one or all of them on the local workstation.

• To try this, one must have access to a Linux-based workstation, such as Ubuntu or macOS 
and must refer to the tool's own installation documentation for the operating system.
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Automation Tools

What Do Automation Tools Do For Us?
What do automation tools do for us?

Automation tools offer powerful capabilities compared to ad-hoc automation strategies using 
BASH, Python, or other programming languages. These tools enable developers to:

• Simplify and standardize

• Accelerate development with out-of-the-box features

• Facilitate reusability, segregate concerns, promote security

• Perform discovery and manage inventory

• Handle scale

• Engage community 
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Automation Tools

Ansible
• Ansible is available as open source, and in a version with added features, from IBM/Red Hat, 

called Ansible Tower. 

• Ansible is substantially managed from the Bash command line, with automation code 
developed and maintained using any standard text editor. 
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Automation Tools

Ansible modules

Cisco IOS : 30+ modules : https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/collections/cisco/ios/
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Automation Tools

Ansible (Contd.)
Ansible Architecture: Simple and Lightweight

• Control node runs on any Linux machine running 
Python 2 or 3. All system updates are performed 
on control node.

• Control node connects to managed resources over 
SSH and enable Ansible to:

• Run shell commands on a remote server, or 
transact with a remote router, or other network 
entity, via its REST interface.

• Inject Python scripts into targets and remove 
them after they run.

• Install Python on target machines if required.

• Plugins enable Ansible to gather facts from and 
perform operations on infrastructure that can't run 
Python locally.
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Automation Tools

Ansible (Contd.)
Installing Ansible

• The Ansible control node application is installed on a Linux machine from its public package repository. To 
install Ansible on a workstation, refer to the installation documentation appropriate to the device.

Ansible code structure

• In the Ansible code structure, work is separated into YAML (.yml) files that contain a sequence of tasks, 
executed in top-down order. Ansible has hundreds of pre-built Python modules that wrap operating-
system-level functions and meta-functions.

Playbooks and roles

• An Ansible playbook can be written as a monolithic document with a series of modular, named tasks. 

• Developers build a model of a complex DevOps task out of low-level playbook task sequences called 
roles and then reference these in higher-level playbooks, sometimes adding additional tasks at the 
playbook level.

• This segregation of concerns ensures clarity, reusability and shareability of roles.
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Automation Tools

Ansible (Contd.)
Ansible project organization

Ansible projects are organized in a nested directory structure. The hierarchy is easily placed under version 
control and used for GitOps-style infrastructure as code.

Ansible folder hierarchy elements include Inventory files, Variable files, Library and utility files, Main 
playbook files.

Ansible at scale

• There are scaling challenges for large organizations, such as managing and controlling access to many 
Ansible nodes flexibly and securely. This also includes putting remote controllers seamlessly and safely 
under control of centralized enterprise automation. 

• For this, there are two control-plane solutions: Red Hat Ansible Tower and AWX project.

• Larger-scale Ansible implementations also benefit from Ansible Vault, a built-in feature that enables 
encryption of passwords and other sensitive information.
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Automation Tools

Ansible (Contd.)
Cisco Ansible resources

Cisco and the Ansible community maintain extensive libraries of Ansible modules for automating Cisco 
compute and network hardware including:

• A very large set of built-in modules for configuring Cisco Application-Centric Infrastructure fabrics via the 
Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC). 

• Remote control of Cisco network devices running IOS-XR, plus modules for sending commands and 
retrieving results from these devices via CLI, or via the standard NETCONF REST interface.

• Ansible modules for configuring Cisco UCS infrastructure via the Intersight REST interface.
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Automation Tools

DEMO1 – Use Ansible to BackUp Router Configuration

Steps : 

• Configure hosts file :   add ansible name of host, username, password and IP address

• Configure ansible.cfg :   spécifier localisation du hosts file

• Create & run playbook 
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Automation Tools

DEMO1 – Use Ansible to BackUp Router Configuration
Playbook (yaml syntax)

---
- name: automatic backup router config
  hosts: Router1
  gather_facts: false
  connection: local
  tasks:
          - name: display router config
            ios_command:
                    commands:
                            - show run
             register: config
        - name: save output to ./backup directory
           copy:
                  content: "{{config.stdout[0]}}"
                  dest: "backup/show_run_{{inventory_hostname}}.txt"

Results

$ ansible-playbook backuprouter.yaml

PLAY [automatic backup router config] *********
TASK [display router config] *********************
ok: [Router1]
TASK [save output to backup directory] ********
ok: [Router1]
PLAY RECAP ************************************
Router1 : ok=2    changed=1    unreachable=0
failed=0    skipped=0    rescued=0    ignored=0    
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Automation Tools

DEMO2 – Use Ansible to Configure a Router
Playbook (yaml syntax)

---
- name: configure loopback addresses
  hosts: Router1
  gather_facts: false
  connection: local
  tasks:
          - name: configure loopback
            ios_config:
                    parents: “interface lo0:

  lines:
      - ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.255

        - name: verification
 ios_command:

commands:
- show ip int brief

 register: output
           

- name: save output to ./backup directory
  copy:
      content: "{{output.stdout[0]}}"
      dest: "backup/{{inventory_hostname}}_sh_ip_int.txt"

Results

$ ansible-playbook configloopback.yaml

PLAY [configure loopback addresses] ********
TASK [configure loopback] *********************
ok: [Router1]
TASK [verification] ******************************
ok: [Router1]
TASK [save output to ./backup directory] *****
ok: [Router1]
PLAY RECAP ***********************************
Router1 : ok=3    changed=1    unreachable=0
failed=0    skipped=0    rescued=0    ignored=0    
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Infrastructure as Code

Why Store Infrastructure as Code?
The term immutability refers to maintaining systems entirely as code, performing no manual operations on 
them at all.

GitOps: modern infrastructure-as-code

• GitOps is also referred to as "operations by pull request." 

• In a typical GitOps setup, you might maintain a repository, such as a private repo on GitHub, with several 
branches called Development, Testing/UAT and Production.
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Infrastructure as Code

Why Store Infrastructure as Code? (Contd.)
Where can GitOps take you?

When all the GitOps procedures, workflow and other components are in place, developers can look at 
implementing elite deployment strategies.

Blue/Green deployment

• Blue/green deployment is a method for reducing or eliminating downtime in production environments.

• It is required to maintain two identical production environments (Not necessarily, blue and green. Any two 
colors such as Red and Black will do).

• It is also required to develop the capability of quickly redirecting application traffic to one or the other.

Note: Some DevOps practitioners differentiate between blue/green and red/black strategies. They say that 
in blue/green, the traffic is gradually migrated from one environment to the other, so it hits both systems for 
some period; whereas in red/black, traffic is cut over all at once.
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Infrastructure as Code

Why Store Infrastructure as Code? (Contd.)

• A release is deployed to the 
environment not currently in 
use (Green). After 
acceptance testing, redirect 
traffic to this environment. 

• If problems are encountered, 
switch traffic back to the 
original environment (Blue). 

• If the Green deployment is 
judged adequate, resources 
owned by the Blue 
deployment can be 
relinquished, and roles 
swapped for the next release.



Network programmability
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is Model-Driven Programmability?

Model-driven programmability:

• Provides configuration language that is human-
readable

• Is Model-based, structured, and computer-
friendly

• Includes support for multiple model types, 
including native, OpenConfig, and IETF

• Uses specification that is decoupled from 
transport, protocol end encoding.

• Uses model-driven APIs for abstraction and 
simplification.

• Leverages open-source and enjoys wide 
support.

Yang-based Model-driven Programmability 
Stack
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is YANG?
• Yet Another Next Generation, (YANG) as 

defined in RFC7519, is “a data modeling 
language used to model configuration and 
state data manipulated by the Network 
Configuration Protocol (NETCONF), 
NETCONF remote procedure calls, and 
NETCONF notifications.”

• In the real world, there are two types of 
YANG models, open and native.

YANG in the Model-Driven Programmability 
Stack
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is YANG? (Contd.)
Why we need YANG for device modeling?

• YANG allows different network device vendors to describe their device type, configuration, 
and state to map to the device operation in programmatic way.

• YANG defines four types of nodes for data modeling: Leaf Nodes, Leaf-List Nodes, 
Container Nodes, and List Nodes.

Yang Terms

anyxml. data model derived type leaf module

augment data node grouping leaf-list RPC

container data tree identifier list state data
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is YANG? (Contd.)
• Concrete example : 

• Cisco IOS : 

• Other vendor OS : 
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Yang in Action

• As the content of the Yang file 
increases, pyang is one of the tools 
used to extract the content in a more 
readable and concise way.

• You can install pyang using 
the pip command in a virtual 
environment.

• Using the pyang tool, you can convert 
a YANG file into an easy-to-follow tree 
structure as shown in the Pyang 
output example.

Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is YANG? (Contd.)

Pyang Output Example
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Automation Tools

DEMO3 – Explore a Yang model

 

• Use pyang -f tree ietf-interfaces.yang

module: ietf-interfaces
  +--rw interfaces
  |  +--rw interface* [name]

  ...
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models 

What is NETCONF?
• Network Configuration (NETCONF), a 

protocol defined by the IETF RFC7519, is 
designed to install, manipulate, and delete 
the configuration of network devices. 

• It is the primary protocol used with YANG 
data models today.

• The NETCONF protocol uses XML-based 
data encoding for both the configuration 
data and the protocol messages.

• It provides a small set of operations to 
manage device configurations and retrieve 
device state information.

NETCONF in the Model-Driven 
Programmability Stack
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models 

What is NETCONF? (Contd.)
NETCONF Protocol Operations
• The NETCONF protocol provides a set of operations to manage device configurations and 

retrieve device state information. The base protocol includes the following operations:

NETCONF Protocol Operation

get copy-config unlock

get-config delete-config close-session

edit-config lock kill-session
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models 

What is NETCONF? (Contd.)
NETCONF versus SNMP
• NETCONF and SNMP protocols are both defined to remotely configure devices. 
• Features of both are given below:

NETCONF SNMP

• Multiple configuration data stores (candidate, 
running, startup)

• Device-level and network-wide transactions

• Configuration testing and validation

• Extensible remote procedure calls

• Built-in capability exchange

• Uses pull model when retrieving data from device

• Does not have a discovery process for finding 
Management Information Base (MIBs) supported by a 
device

• Does not support the concept of transactions

• Lacks backup-and-restore of element configuration

• Limited industry support for configuration MIBs
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models 

What is NETCONF? (Contd.)
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models 

RESTCONF vs NETCONF
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is RESTCONF?
• The RESTCONF RFC 8040 defines a protocol 

and mechanism for REST-like access to 
configuration information and control.

• RESTCONF uses datastore models and 
command verbs defined in NETCONF, 
encapsulated in HTTP messages. 

• RESTCONF uses structured data (XML or 
JSON) and YANG to provide REST-like APIs, 
enabling programmatic access to devices.

• RESTCONF is not intended to replace 
NETCONF, instead provide an HTTP interface 
that follows the REST principles and is 
compatible with the NETCONF datastore 
model. 

RESTCONF in the Model-Driven 
Programmability Stack
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is RESTCONF? (Contd.)

RESTCONF vs. NETCONF

• Overall, NETCONF is more comprehensive, flexible, and complex than RESTCONF. The 
differences between NETCONF and RESTCONF:

• RESTCONF is easier to learn and use for engineers with previous REST API experience. 

• NETCONF supports running and candidate data stores, while RESTCONF supports only 
a running data store as any edits of candidate data store are immediately committed.

• RESTCONF does not support obtaining or releasing a data store lock. If a data store has 
an active lock, the RESTCONF edit operation will fail.

• A RESTCONF edit is a transaction limited to a single RESTCONF call.

• RESTCONF does not support transactions across multiple devices.

• Validation is implicit in every RESTCONF editing operation, which either succeeds or fails.
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Understanding Network Programmability and Device Models

What is RESTCONF? (Contd.)
NETCONF operations and RESTCONF methods mapping

Description NETCONF RESTCONF

Create a data resource <edit-config>, </edit-config> POST

Retrieve data and metadata <get-config>, <get> , </get-config> GET

Create or replace a data 
resource

<edit-config> (nc:operation="create/replace") PUT

Delete a data resource <edit-config> (nc:operation="delete") DELETE

• The RESTCONF RFC 8040 states that RESTCONF base URI syntax is 
/restconf/<resource-type>/<yang-module:resource>. <resource-type> and <yang-module:resource> are 
variables and the values are obtained using specific YANG model files.

• The basic format of a RESTCONF URL is  
https://<hostURL>/restconf<resource><container><leaf><options> where any portion after restconf 
could be omitted. 
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Cisco Network Management 

Network Management Platforms
• Network automation plays a crucial part in simplifying day-to-day operations and 

maintenance.

• Network automation is used for various common tasks in an organization:

• Device Provisioning

• Device software Management

• Compliance Checks

• Reporting

• Troubleshooting

• Data collection and telemetry 

• Network programmability helps reduce Operational Expenses (OPEX), which 
represents a significant portion of overall network cost. 

• Teams can speed up service delivery by automating tasks that are typically done by 
hand using a Command-Line Interface (CLI).
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Cisco Network Management 

Cisco IOS XE
What is Cisco IOS XE?

• With IOS XE, you have access to standards-based, consistent, programmable interfaces, 
standard data models for configuration, deployment, and rollback, as well as services 
integration with the network.

• IOS XE is based on Linux. 

Model-driven programmability support in Cisco IOS XE

• Cisco device YANG models can be obtained from the Cisco Device YANG models 
repository.

• IOS XE is used on most high-end Cisco platforms including switches, routers and 
gateways.

• NETCONF/YANG is supported as of IOS XE 16.3.1 software. 
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Cisco Network Management 

Cisco IOS XE (Contd.)
Enabling model-driven programmability

• On some devices, Model-driven programmability services must first be enabled. 

• Enter the configuration mode using the configure terminal command.

Enable NETCONF on IOS XE

• NETCONF connections should be authenticated using AAA credentials. 

• The CLI command to enable NETCONF is: netconf-yang

Troubleshooting:

• If there is an ‘Unknown command’ response to the netconf-yang, as shown below, then 
double-check the device configuration.

• Cisco IOS XE supports two datastores: running and candidate. It also supports locking 
datastores, as well as configuration rollback.
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Cisco Network Management 

Cisco IOS XE (Contd.)
Enable RESTCONF on IOS XE

• RESTCONF connections should be authenticated using AAA credentials. 

• RESTCONF runs over HTTPS. 

• The command enabled to support RESTCONF over port 443 is: ip http secure-server

• The CLI command to enable RESTCONF is: restconf

Accessing YANG models

• For a complete look at Cisco YANG models, browse or clone the GitHub repository at 
https://github.com/YangModels/yang. 

• The vendor/cisco subdirectory contains models for Cisco platforms.

https://github.com/YangModels/yang
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Automation Tools

DEMO4 – Use Postman & Restconf to Configure a Router
Steps :

Activate ip http secure-server & ip http authentication local

Activate restconf

Test GET 

https://<ADDRESS>/<ROOT>/<DATASTORE>/<[YANGMODULE:]CONTAINER>/<LEAF>[?<OPTIONS>]

https://     _._._._      /restconf/         data         /      ietf-interfaces:    interfaces     /interface=GigabitEthernet1

Test PUT

https://192.168.53.185/restconf/data/ietf-interfaces:interfaces/interface=Loopback0
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Automation Tools

DEMO5 – Use Python & Restconf to Configure a Router

api_url="https://_._._._/restconf/data/ietf-interfaces:interfaces/interface=Loopback0"
headers={"Accept":"application/yang-data+json","Content-Type":"application/yang-data+json"}
basic_auth=("cisco","cisco")
yangConfig = {
    "ietf-interfaces:interface": {
    "name": "Loopback0",
    "description": "Python Restconf Loopback",
    "type": "iana-if-type:softwareLoopback”
     "enabled": True,
     "ietf-ip:ipv4": { "address": [  { "ip": "10.6.1.1”, "netmask": "255.255.255.0” } ] },
     "ietf-ip:ipv6": {}
    }
}
resp=requests.put(api_url,data=json.dumps(yangConfig),auth=basic_auth,headers=headers,verify=False)
print(resp)
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Cisco Network Management 

Conclusion : the big picture...
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Thank you for your attention !
Any questions ?
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